
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Double Thick Classic Hot Pads (Pot Holders)

MATERIALS

1 ball of Lily Sugar'n Cream (100% cotton, 71g / 2.5 oz, 109 meters / 120 yards)

Size H, 5 mm hook, tapestry needle, tape measure

Optional Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/1PvC3gTf-gg

SIZE

Approximately 8 inches by 8 inches

Gauge: 4 inches = 15 sc and 15 rows of pattern

STITCHES 

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO pull loop back through, YO pull through both loops. 

https://youtu.be/1PvC3gTf-gg


PATTERN

Chain 43 (Or an odd number to 10 inches)

ROUND 1: Begin in the second chain from the hook with SC. SC into each chain to the last chain. In the last chain,
work 3 SC. Rotate chain to begin working on the bottom of the chain. SC into each space, in the last space work 3
SC. Do not turn or join the round. 

(TIP: take the time to make sure you have an even number of stitches if you like the texture that I achieved, an odd
number will give a slightly different texture, which is fine too, but if you want the look I'm showing you need 84 or
86 sts.)

ROUND 2: Begin in the next SC by working *SC into the back loop. SC into the front loop of the next SC. Repeat
from * around. Do not join the rounds or turn. 

Remaining Rounds: Follow round 2 instructions until you have 5 inches in height. End your round at the halfway
point. 

Before joining, decide which side of texture you want to be on the outside of your hotpad. 

To join: Shape the rectangle into a square with the side you want to be facing out, and with the last stitch you worked
as one of the points. Slip stitch the two sides together by working one slip stitch underneath the back loop of one
side, and then slip stitch underneath the back loop of the other side.
 
When you reach the other end, Chain 15. SL ST to the point of the hot pad to make a circle with the chains. Work 20
SC around the loop. SL ST again to the point of the hot pad and tie off. 

Weave in your ends. 
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